
Results Sabah Hürriyet   

Number of articles 50 56   
Number of frames 19 7 & 2 frame reversals 

Number of articles with frames 12 6 & 2 frame reversals 

% of articles with AKP's stability frame 
0.24 0.11   

Frames in journalists’ own words 7 1*   

Frames in AKP representatives’ words 
7 7   

Frames in experts’ words 4     

Frames in citizens’ words 
1     

 
 

Daily 
Hürriyet         

Article Cause Treatment 
Blame Laid 
On Words By 

H1   

Spin - "Erdogan's rhetoric 
of stability" - identifies it 
as rhetoric   

Journalist (but identified 
as rhetoric) 

H4   
single party government 
= stability   President 

H4   
vote for AKP would 
resume stability   President 

H24 
Spin - stability was jeopardized 
by previous election 

November election is key 
to getting turkey out of 
instability (implication is 
1 party rule)   President 

H34   
Spin - need single party 
rule for stability   AKP Minister 

H36 
Spin - MHP Leader warns of 
chaos under single-party rule     MHP Leader - reversal 

H44 
Spin - govt. without akp = 
turbulent AKP neutralized enemies   

(opponents criticized 
remarks by) AKP PM 

H49  
Spin - MHP left us alone to fight 
terror   MHP AKP PM 

H56  
Spin - AKP is source of 
instability      MHP Leader -reversal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Daily 
Sabah         

Article Cause Treatment 
Blame laid 
on Words by 

S1   
Repetition of slogan - calls on people to 
vote for stability    AKP PM 

S1 
Spin - connecting HDP to 
terror/chaos   HDP-PKK AKP PM 

S1 Spin - MHP allows terror/chaos   MHP AKP PM 

S2   
Spin - expats shown loyalty to nation in 
efforts to achieve stability   

AKP 
Deputy 

S5 
Spin - coalition = instability for 
economy     

AKP 
Chairman 

S7   Slogan - stability trumps chaos' headline   journalist 

S7   
Spin - instability leads to AKP support 
(people who fear terrorism/chaos)   

political 
scientists 

S7 
metaphor - digging trenches leads 
to chaos   PKK - HDP 

political 
scientists 

S7 
Spin - present political system = 
instability   

present 
political 
system 

political 
scientists 

S11 
Spin - PKK rise in arms = distrust in 
HDP   PKK - HDP journalist 

S14   
Spin - AKP manifesto says it will protect 
economic stability   journalist 

S30 

Spin - if AKP don't form single party 
= instability (in terms of refugee 
crisis) akp   journalist 

S31 Spin - PKK terror causing instability after (AKP) govt. had brought stability PKK journalist 

S33 

Spin - terror organizations all 
working together to cause chaos - 
implies Kurdish citizens shouldn't be 
fooled     

AKP 
President 

S39   
Spin - civilians want return to peace 
enabled by AKP govt.-Kurd peace process   journalist 

S39  
Spin - stable government (single party) 
will end terror   

citizen 
quote 

S40 

Spin - none of the other parties 
have taken responsibility to end 
terror   

other 
parties AKP PM 

S49 
Spin - economist have said that AKP 
causes terror but the reality is the opposite   journalist 

S49   
Spin - electorate is hoping for single party 
for sake of stability   academic 

 


